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Classical trajectories of an atomic electron in a magnetic field are calculated for various values of
the field strength B. Qualitative properties of these trajectories are examined. With use of a scaling
law, it is shown that the equations of motion can be written in a form such that they depend upon
only one parameter, which may be regarded as a reduced angular momentum (proportional to
L,B' ). For small values of this parameter there is an "elliptical regime" in which the trajectory
may be regarded as a Kepler ellipse with orbital parameters that evolve slowly in time. For large
values of the parameter there is a "helical regime" in which the electron circles rapidly around a
magnetic field line and bounces slowly back and forth along the field. Between these two regimes
there is an irregular regime, with "chaotic" orbits and a "transition regime" in which the trajectories
can be described in oblate spheroidal coordinates. Bound states persist even at energies above the es-
cape energy, provided that the angular momentum (or field strength) is sufficiently large. With use
of action-variable quantization, some formulas for semiclassical energy eigenvalues are given for re-
gimes where the trajectories are regular.
I. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to examine the behavior of
an atomic electron in a strong magnetic field. Although
there have recently been many experimental and theoreti-
cal studies of such systems, ' much yet remains to be
learned. In this paper, we explore the types of classical
motion exhibited by an electron under the combined influ-
ence of Coulomb and Lorentz forces. Where possible, we
give simple approximations that describe the trajectories,
and in those cases we give formulas for the semiclassical
energy spectrum using the principle of quantization of ac-
tion.
II. FUNDAMENTALS
In a frame of reference that rotates at the Larmor fre-
quency about the direction of the inagnetic field, z, the
Hamiltonian, written in cylindrical coordinates, is
(p2+p2) k(p2+z2) '/ +Ap +—L, /2mp
2m
(2.1)
k=Ze, A. =e B /8mc
The term —k(p +z ) ' is the Coulomb potential ener-
gy, I., /2pnp is the "centrifugal barrier, " and Ap is the
so-called "diamagnetic term, "which is proportional to the
square of the magnetic field B. The Hamiltonian contains
four canonical variables (pzpzp, ) and four parameters
(m, k, A, ,L, ) so it might appear to be impossible to obtain a
complete survey of the orbits of the system. In fact, how-
ever, it is not difficult: The problem is greatly simplified
dp/dt =aa/ap, ,
etc., and let us define scaled variables p,z,p&,p, as
P=p/a, z =z/a,
P, =p, /P, p. =p. /13,
t=t/y,
with






Then the equations of motion in the scaled variables have
the form
dp/dt =p&, dz/dt =p, ,
p p p2 ~2 3/2 ip 2
~3
dp, /dt= —z/( +z )
(2.5)
These equations of motion contain only one parameter,
L =L.(8&)'"/m'"k'" (2.6)
This means that every trajectory of the Hamiltonian (2.1)
using a classical scaling law and using Poincare surfaces
of section.
The scaling law was apparently first given by Gajewski
and was used in another way by Robnik. Let t be the
time variable associated with the Hamiltonian (2.1), so
that the canonical equations are
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corresponds to a trajectory of the one-parameter scaled
Hamiltonian
H =mH/Pz
forming the Poincare surface of section. By exainining
about a hundred surfaces of section, we were able to see
most of the typical types of behavior that occur in this
system.
( 2+~2)/2 (~2+z 2)—i/2+ & 2+L 2/2~2 (2.7) III. OVERVIEW OP RESULTS
H =H(J„J,;m, k, X,L, ) (2.9)
(which depends of course on the values of the other pa-
rameters contained in the Hamiltonian), and there is a
corresponding relationship between allowed energy levels
and quantum numbers
EM, M, —H(Mih, M—2h;m, k, A, ,L, ) .




Then the relationship between the scaled Hamiltonian
(2.7) and the scaled action variables depends on only one
parameter I.:
H=H(J JiLz) (2.12)
in which the (scaled) mass, electron charge, nuclear
charge, and diamagnetic coupling constant A, are all equal
to unity, and the z component of angular momentum is
L He. nce by surveying the trajectories of (2.7), we learn
about all of the trajectories of (2.1).
The corresponding semiclassical scaling law has an ad-
ditional complication. If regular trajectories dominate, al-
lowed semiclassical energy levels can be found by quantiz-
ing classical action variables,
J;=f gp„dq„=Mh, (2.8)
n
where C; is a suitable closed path, and M is usually an in-
teger or a half-integer. Equation (2.8) implicitly specifies
a relationship between energy and action variables
In subsequent sections, we shall examine the trajectories
in some detail; here we just give a brief overview of their
character.
The (scaled) potential energy
V(~ ~) (~z+ 2) i/2+L z/2m 2+ 1 mP
has a minimum at the point po which satisfies
(3.1)
4 p 0+po —I =0 (3.2)
with zo —0; the value of V at that point is
Vo= —„+„,+ Spo=E;.(L) .
po 2p0
(3.3)
V(p„oo)=L/2=E, (L ), (3.4)
E, is the classical escape energy, above which the electron
has enough energy to escape from the nucleus (but we
shall see that there are some bound trajectories with
E)E )
If E is the energy (i.e., the value of the scaled Hamil-
tonian) it is convenient to define a dimensionless scaled
energy
f=[E—E;„(L)]/[E, (L ) —E;„(L)] . (3.5)
At E=Em;„,f is zero, and at E=E„f is unity.
Figure 1 shows the character of typical orbits in various
ranges of f and L, and Fig. 2 shows a collection of Poin-
For each L, this is the minimum possible value of the en-
ergy of the system. V(p, z ) also has a "saddle" at z= ao,
p, = (2L ) /, witll
so the allowed values of the scaled energy levels are
Ptl






=H(Mih/aP, Mqh/aP;L) . (2.13)
Hence the parameter L determines the overall structure of
the spectrum, and the other parameters determine the
density of states (see the Appendix).
The second simplification involves use of Poincare sur-
faces of section. Examining Eqs. (2.5) for dz/dt and
dp, /dt, one sees that d z/dt is negative if z is
positive, and positive if z is negative. It follows that every
trajectory passes through the plane z=0 at least once for
—ao &t & Oo. This means that the full range of trajec-
tories that occur in this system can be found by examining
the z=0 surfaces of section. This is the method we used:
For each of a set of values of H and L, twenty random in-
itial conditions were taken for p and p&, and z was set to
zero; p, was determined using (2.7) for the specified
values of H and L, and the equations of motion (2.5) were
solved. At each later time that the trajectory again passed






























FIG. 1. Types of trajectories that are most common at vari-
ous values af dimensionless energy f, and scaled angular
momentum f. The dimensiouless energy is (2 2;„)I(f-
E;„),and the scaled angular momentum is given in Eq. (2.6).
One may equivalently regard the horizontal axis as being pro-
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care surfaces of section. For small L, which according to
the scaling law corresponds to small L„weak magrietic
fields, and/or large nuclear charge, trajectories are best
described as Kepler ellipses with orbital parameters that
slowly vary with time. Many of these trajectories, and
their associated quantum states, can be calculated using
perturbation theory with the Kepler Hamiltonian as the
starting point:
HO 1 (~2+ r 2) (~2+~~2) —1/2+L 2/2 2
(3.6)
Hg ———,p
Such a description was given, for example, in Ref. 5, and
we briefly summarize a few of the results in Sec. IV. We
refer to the range of E and L in which the trajectories
have an apparent relationship to Kepler ellipses as the el-
liptical regime. '
For large L, corresponding to large L„to extraordi-
narily strong magnetic fields (such as might exist on the
surface of a neutron star), and/or small (fractional) nu-
clear charge, the diamagnetic force on the electron
exceeds the Coulomb force, so the electron circles around
a magnetic field line, and travels slowly back and forth in
the z direction. The atom, then, far from being spherical,
has the shape of a long cylinder or tube. It has been
known for some time that this behavior must exist, but it
was not known under what conditions it would occur. %e
refer to this range of E and L as the helical regime. In
Sec. V below we shall show that the helical trajectories
can be described quantitatively using an adiabatic approx-
imation, in which the p motion is taken to be rapid and
the z motion to be slow.
The helical regime may be said to extend to f& 1 if L is
sufficiently large; i.e., even above the escape energy there
are bound trajectories with the same helical character. In
quantum mechanics these would be quasibound states, or
resonances. "
Between the elliptical and helical regimes, for f not too
small, there is an irregular regime, in which the trajec-
tories are in some sense chaotic. This regime extends
down to L =0 in a narrowing strip near f=1. It is gen-
erally believed that this means that the quantum-
mechanical spectrum of energy levels will also be irregular
in at least part of this region. '2'3
Finally, below the irregular regime, for f (0.2 and
L —1.5, there is an interesting transition regime, in which
the trajectories are regular, but they change their charac-
ter from highly perturbed ellipses to highly perturbed hel-
ices. %e examine these trajectories in Sec. VII below.
IV. THE ELLIPTICAL REGIME
Kepler ellipses can be labeled by action variables de-
fined in unscaled variables as follows. Ii is the z com-
ponent of angular momentum L„I2 is the total angular
momentum (L„+L~+L,)', and I3 is the principal ac-
tion, related to the principal quantum number and equal
to (mk / —2H»)'~ . The corresponding angle variables
represent the longitude of the ascending node (Pi), the ar-
gument of the perihelion ($2), and the mean anomaly (p3),
all of which are described in standard textbooks' (and
shown in Fig. 1 of Ref. 5).
In Ref. 5 we showed that there are two types of trajec-
tories in the elliptical regime, that we called "librators"
and "rotators ".Librating trajectories are ellipses that lie
close to either the +z or —z axis, and the argument of
the perihelion oscillates in a small range. Rotating trajec-
tories are ellipses that are close to the x-y plane, and the
arguinent of the perihelion decreases monotonically. In
Figs. 2(a), 2(f), and 2(k) the eoneentrie loops represent ro-
tators. Detailed descriptions of these trajectories were
given earlier.
Rotators are much more prevalent than librators in the
elliptical regime: librators can only occur in a small range
of the (f,L) parameter space. We showed in Ref. 5 that
librators only exist if the principal action I3 exceeds the z
component of orbital angular momentum Ii =L, by a s—ig-
nificant factor:
I3 &I)v 5, (4.1)
which implies
H» & ( —mk /10L, ) . (4.2)
Insofar as the (scaled) energy in the elliptical regime is
close to the (scaled) Kepler energy,
E=(m/P )H», (4.3)
Eq. (4.2) gives an approximate lower bound on the energy







V. THE HELICAL REGIME
As mentionixi earlier, in the helical regime, the electron
has an approximately circular motion in (x,y) coordinates
and it travels slowly back and forth in the z direction, be-
ing confined to finite z by the Coulomb attraction of the
nucleus. The majority of the trajectories in this regime
can be described quantitatively using an adiabatic approx-
imation that was first given (in quantum mechanics) by
Zhilich and Monozon. '
The approximation is based on the fact that the z
motion is slow compared to the p motion. I.et
S(p,z,J&,J,) be the generator of a canonical transforma-
tion into action-angle variables. This generator must
satisfy the Hamilton-Jacobi equation
'2 '2
+ V(P,z)=E . (5.1)
In the adiabatic approximation we write
Transforming E to f according to Eq. (3.5), this boundary
is indicated as the dotted line in Fig. 1; below it there are
no librators, while above it librators and rotators coexist
(though, even there, there are many more rotators than li-
brators).
It is striking that this boundary parallels the boundary
separating the elliptical regime from the irregular regime.
In fact, irregular motion first appears near the separatrix
between rotators and librators.
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S(p,z, J&,J, ) =S~(P,J&,z)+Sq(z, J„'J&), (5.2)
where quantities appearing before the semicolons are
"variables" and those appearing after the semicolons are
"parameters. " S~ (p, J&',z) is taken to satisfy the equation
'2
+ V(P;z) =e(z) (5.3)1
2




2 ~z —Vp, z (5.4)
is taken to be independent of z; then (5.4) implicitly de-
fines the "energy associated with p motion" e(z). Finally








with which is associated the action variable
i =fpdz
2E—ez ' dz. (5.6)
Results of this type are perhaps more familiar in quan-
tum mechanics. Semiclassical eigenvalues would be ob-
tained by calculating e'„(z) using (5.4) and the quantiza-
P
tion condition
Jp (np+ ——,' )2vrfilap (5.7a)
2.0
0
and then calculating E- - using (5.6) and the conditionn, n
J,=(n, + —,' )2M/ap. (5.7b)
The boundaries of trajectories (i.e., the caustics) are
easily calculated in the adiabatic approximation; at each z,
the turning points for the p motion occur where
e(z) —V(P;z) =0 (5.8a)
and the locus of z turning points are the lines on which
E(z) =E . (5.8b)
In Fig. 3(a) we show one of the numerically computed
trajectories with f =0.8, L =34.9. Surrounding the tra-
jectory are boundaries computed using the adiabatic ap-
proximation, as in the preceding paragraph. Clearly the
approximation is very accurate for this trajectory. Of
course, as I. decreases, it gets less accurate, as indicated in
Fig. 3(b). In the Poincare surfaces of section, these adia-
batic trajectories appear as simple loops [Figs. 2(e), 2(j),
and 2(o)].
Semiclassical energy eigenvalues associated with helical
trajectories are ea.sily calculated using the adiabatic ap-
proximation, Eqs. (5.7). To show the structure of this
spectrum, we have computed it for B=300 T, L =100,
corresponding to L =10.8 with ap=9. 22. Allowed
FIG. 3. Two trajectories from the helical regime. (a) Initial
conditions for this trajectory were p=8. 531, z=0.0, p~=0.0,
E=17.4, with L =34.9 and f=0.8. The trajectory oscillates
much more rapidly in p than in z. The dashed line surrounding
the trajectory is the boundary computed using the adiabatic ap-
proximation [Eqs. (5.8)]. Evidently the adiabatic approximation
is quite accurate for this trajectory. (b) Initial conditions for this
trajectory were p =2.08, z =0.0, p~ =0.0, E= 1.384, with
L =3.25 and f=0.4. Again the dashed line is the adiabatic ap-
proximation for the boundary; the approximation is less accu-
rate in this case.
values of e„-(z) are shown as heavy lines in Fig. 4, with
P
the allowed energy levels E- - indicated by finer lines.n n
At large
~






J I. 1+ + + ~ ~ ~
(5.9)
so the e curves become a set of parallel lines with spacing
corresponding to the frequency for circular motion in the











z (a. u. )
3000
FIG. 4. Spectrum of energy levels in the helical regime, using
the adiabatic approximation. Heavy lines are allowed values of
e„(z),which is the energy associated with p motion for various
P
values of the nP quantum number. Finer lines are allowed ener-
gy levels E„„.
p 2
and a smooth well near z =0. For given nz the allowed
energy levels E- - form an oscillatorlike sequence nearll 5
the bottom of the well, and a Rydberg-type sequence near
the top.
For n&&0, many of the states have energies above the
quantum-mechanical escape energy, which is the asymp-
tote of the e- =0 curve. In classical mechanics, such tra-n
jectories could be bound, but in quantum mechanics they
would be resonances: if nonadiabatic couplings were in-
cluded, then the electron could escape. As indicated in
Fig. 4, the adiabatic approximation predicts that for every
n&&0 there is an infinite number of resonant states form-
ing a series that converges to the limit
the electron oscillates in the p direction with z =0, and
that at energies corresponding to the ionization threshold,
the frequency of these orbits is exactly —, the Landau fre-
quency. Clearly these orbits are related in some way to
the structure of the photoionization spectrum. One might
expect that associated with these orbits are quasibound
states of the type that occur at larger L. However, the
classical correspondent of a two-dimensional quantum
state is not a one-dimensional periodic orbit, but a two-
dimensional multiply periodic trajectory (unless there is
degeneracy, in which case it is a two-dimensional family
of periodic orbits). If the quasi-Landau peaks were to cor-
respond to classically bound states, then close to the es-
cape energy there would be trajectories having most of
their motion in the p direction, but having small stable os-
cillations about z =0. We searched for such trajectories
near f=1.01, L =0.03; none were found. Evidently the
quasi-Landau peaks do not correspond to classically
bound trajectories of the Hamiltonian (2.1), so in this re-
gard, they are quite different from the resonances that ap-
pear at larger L. In fact, Reinhardt'" ' has interpreted
the Garton-Tomkins structure as being related not to reso-
nances, but to a kind of recurrence effect: In his model,
ionization of an electron corresponds to production of a
wave packet, and the portion of this packet that moves
out along z=0 is eventually reflected, so it comes back
later to overlap again with the atomic core, and this re-
currence produces a peak in the correlation function; the
Fourier transform of this correlation function, which is
related to the photoabsorbtion cross section, has oscilla-
tions similar to those in the observed spectrum.
Finally, there is another type of trajectory that appears
in the helical regime when L is not too large. These tra-
jectories manifest themselves as crescents on the Poincare
surfaces of section [Figs. 2(d), 2(i), and 2(n)], and, when
e- (z= ~)=(n~+ ,' )+-n P
We confirmed the validity of the adiabatic approxima-
tion even for energies above the escape energy by comput-
ing exact trajectories in this region and verifying (numeri-
cally) that they are bound and quasiperiodic. Certainly
there are many resonant states for L &4. For much
smaller L, we could not find trajectories with f&1 for
which the electron remained bound. Following the usual
arguments about the relationship of quantum states to
classical trajectories, this means that if there are any reso-
nance states at small to moderate L, they would probably
have short lifetimes. '" '
In this connection, the discoveries of Garton and
Tomkins'"' are especially interesting. Measuring the
photoionization spectrum of atoms in fields of a few T,
they found a series of broad peaks with spacing equal to
—,
' the spacing of Landau levels. Edmonds and others'" '
pointed out that there is a set of periodic orbits in which
3.1—
A
FIG. 5. A trajectory for which the Poincare surface of sec-
tion has the shape of a crescent. Initial conditions were z =0.0,
p=3.212, pz —0.0, E=2.22, with l. =5.035 and f=0.1.
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plotted in (p,z) coordinates, they have the shape shown in
Fig. 5. They appear to be stable oscillations about a
periodic orbit, but we do not yet have any simple descrip-
tion of these trajectories that would tell us when or why
they appear. It would be very interesting to find such a
description, however, because such trajectories presumably
correspond to a distinct class of quantum states, and be-
cause irregular motion seems to appear first near the
separatrices between various families of regular orbits.
2.0
VI. THE IRREGULAR REGIME
Irregular orbits are identified by the fact that they show
no orderly pattern on the Poincare surface of section. As
we move from a regular regime into the irregular regime,
disorderly trajectories seem to appear first near separa-
trices between different types of regular trajectories. They
become visible then only in small regions, but as we move
further into the irregular regime, they take over most or
all of the surface of section until eventually no regular tra-
jectories are visible. Such behavior has also been seen in
many other systems. '
It follows from these observations that there is no sharp
boundary between regular and irregular regimes. The
dashed line in Fig. 1 gives a rough indication of the place
where regular and irregular trajectories occupy cornpar-
able areas in the surface of section. It is interesting that
even for L =0.15, irregular orbits appear and dominate
for f)0.99, but for L ) 11, we have not seen any irregu-
lar orbits. '
The present studies give the "low-resolution" picture
described above. Mathematical and computational studies
of other systems have shown the existence of finer struc-
ture. ' For example, the Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser
theorem asserts that regular trajectories must be dominant
under certain conditions, but it permits the possible ap-
pearance of irregular trajectories anywhere in a regular re-
gime. On the other hand, even deep in the irregular re-
gime, there may exist small islands of stability containing
regular trajectories. Such detailed structure is thought to
exist very generally, and one presumes that it exists also in
the present case, but our calculations were not carried out
to the high level of resolution required to see very fine
structure.
Other types of order may also persist in the irregular re-
gime. For example, an irregular trajectory could appear
to be very orderly for a long time, especially if the
"source" of unstable behavior were highly localized. Fig-
ure 6(a) gives an illustration. In this case, the electron
could be said to move in an orderly, helical manner until
it comes close to the nucleus, where the Coulomb force
might be said to "scatter" it onto a different helix. This
short-time-scale order is visible on an appropriate
p=const surface of section [Fig. 6(b)], but not on the
z =0 surface of section.
Little is known with certainty about the quantum spec-
trum associated with irregular classical trajectories. Per-
cival' suggested that the spectrum of allowed energy lev-
els would also become "irregular" —no simple pattern to
the energy levels would appear, the eigenvalues would be
very unstable to small changes in the Hamiltonian, and











FIG. 6. (a) An irregular trajectory that behaves in an orderly
manner over short periods of time. The electron moves approxi-
mately on a helix until it comes close to the nucleus. Initial con-
ditions were p =0.42, z =0.0, p~ =0.0, E= —0.432, and
L =0.61. (b) A surface of section for the single trajectory of
Fig. 6(a) at p=0.39. It has the appearance of a succession of
helices.
sorbtion of radiation. Berry' refined Percival's sugges-
tions, and he was able to calculate spectra of certain
dynamical systems that have ergodic trajectories, and
show that they may have irregularities that derive from
number theory. However, studies of the Henon-Heiles
system have shown that an orderly quantum spectrum
may sometimes persist well into a classically irregular re-
gime.
In the present case, one can speculate that part of the
spectrum may be irregular, and that orderly patterns
based on elliptical or helical pictures of the atom might
persist in some part of the irregular regime, but it is better
to admit that, except for the density of states, nothing is
known about the general structure of the spectrum in this
region.
VII. THE TRANSITION REGIME
Below the irregular regime, for L near 1.5, the trajec-
tories are orderly, but they change their character from el-
liptical to helical. For sufficiently small f, the electron
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0.87—
0.75—
0.95 I. IO l.25 14.0
FIG. 9. Trajectories of Fig. 8 replotted in (g, rl) coordinates,
Eq. (7.4). If the trajectories formed rectangles, then separation
of variables in these coordinates would be appropriate. The fig-
ure shows that there is an approximate separation in oblate
spheroidal coordinates.
100% efficiency. If a beam of such atoms were passed
through a magnetic field of 5 T, then the scaled angular
momentum L would be equal to 0.56. Examining Figs. 1
and 2, we see that the higher-energy states of such atoms
would be well inside the irregular regime, so measure-
ments of the energy spectrum of such atoms might give
new information about the relationship between quantum
states and irregular classical trajectories.
A totally different approach is easier experimentally,
but raises potentially difficult problems of interpretation.
If a semiconductor is doped with donor impurities, then
the electron associated with that donor feels an effective
potential energy e !or, where e is the dielectric constant
of the material; also the structure of the energy bands may
reduce the effective mass of the electron to a small frac-
tion of its actual mass. A typical value of the effective
mass is m -0.1m, and a typical dielectric constant is
e 10.-Applying this to the scaling law, we find
L=L,B'~ (em/m') ~ /61. 7 .
It is then easy to find that the center of the transition re-
gime corresponds to L, -2.5A', so the states of interest are
readily observable. In fact, the lowest ten or so have been
measured, and the change of character of the states,
from elliptical to helical, seems to be clearly manifested in
the energy spectrum. We hope to examine these results
more fully in the future.
I.,B ' =61.7I. , (8.1)
from each other and from those associated with the more
familiar helical and elliptical orbits found at high and at
low L. These properties, and their dependence on I.,
would be difficult to obtain other than by a trajectory sur-
vey.
VIII. PROSPECTS
We have seen that a one-electron atom in a magnetic
field shows a wealth of interesting behavior. How much
of this might be observed in terrestrial experiments? To
answer this, we need to translate our results back into un-
scaled variables. In atomic units, e=1, %=1, m =1,
c=137, and B is its value in T divided by 1715. Putting
these values into (2.6), we have
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APPENDIX: DENSITY OF STATES
The number of quantum states having energy less than
E is related to the corresponding volume in phase space:
Q(E) =h 'f dp~dp, dp dz (Al)
and the density of states is
with L, in units of ih' and 8 in T. If an experiment is
done with a 10-T field, then
I., 28I. .
N(E)=dQ!dE .
If we define a volume in the scaled phase space as
Q(E)= f „dp~dp„,dpdzH&E
(A2)
Hence, to see the transition regime and the center of the
irregular regime that occur near I.—1.5, we would have
to get the electron into states with L,=42(A').
It is possible to make an atomic beam containing such
states, but it would be difficult to perform precise spectro-
scopic measurements on such a beam. Laser excitation
from the ground state typically produces atoms with only
one or two units of angular momentum. However, Hulet
and Kleppner ' recently developed a method for convert-
ing a population of Li atoms with n =19 from the






N(E) =d 0/dE (AS)
The scaled volume Q(E) is easily calculated by in-
tegrating first over momenta, then over z, and last over p,
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4.0
3.5
The integral over z has endpoints zi &0, z2 &0 such that












V (p)= + —,p',
2A 2P
one quickly finds that
—2 1/2
(A6)
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f
FIG. 10. Density of states. Shown is log[2ng(E)] as a func-
tion of reduced energy f. Curves 1—5 are, respectively,
L =0.46, 1.05, 1.51, 5.04, 10.8.
P2
Q(E)=2' f„[z2(p)—zi(p)][E —V (p)]
P]
1+~ /(mz+mz)i/2
1 +~ ~(~2+m, z) i/2
dp
Q(E)= f"dP f 'dz f fdic, dg, .
The integral over momenta includes all values such that
—,(p&+p, ) &E V(p,z)—
which is a circle of area vr2[E V(p, z)], s—o
p2 2
Q(E)=f dp f„„dz2rr[E V(P,z)] . —pi z)
(A7)
This integral was evaluated and differentiated numerically
to obtain X(E). In Fig. 10 is shown for various values of
A A
L the scaled density of states X(E) plotted as a function
of dimensionless energy, f. We note that as f~1, the
density of states always goes to infinity, because of the
long-range Coulomb interaction.
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